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The brownification of lakes vary dramatically depending on the surrounding land and the 
water quality of the inflows to the lake 

Water color in 25 lakes in the northeastern Scania, Sweden aug/sept 2007 



        If  inflows with dark water dominates a catchment… 

Photo: Johan Forssblad



 ..the lakes get brown and vice versa 

Lake Sparrsjön 2007-07 Photo: Johan Forssblad



Natural based  
solutions of brownification 

focusing on Lake Immeln 
in Southern Sweden 

– a project driven by public  
participation and two  

cooperating municipalities 



Lake Immeln

•Area: 22.4 km2 

•Max depth: 28 m 

•Average depth: 7.2 m 

•3rd largest lake in Scania 

•2oo islands 

•Catchment area 275 km2 

•Catchment area 64 % forest 

•≈ 60 000 canoes*days / year 



Photos: Agne Andersson

The brown water in Lake Immeln has increased during the last decades… 
Until the 1940´s, Agnes´grandmother washed white sheets in this river…



•Mapping of the catchment area 

•Status description of the lake 
and the feeder streams 

•Investigate the quality of the 
the lake and the feeder streams 

•A strategic plan was made

Photos: Johan Forssblad

                             How to start with natural based solutions to counteract  
the browning of lakes?



In October 17, 2017,  we investigated the sources 
of the brown water flowing to Lake Immeln 

Diagram: Johan Forssblad
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The colour of the water in this area ranged from 449 and  
up to 2065 mg  Pt/l (420 nm) in the streams flowing to Lake Immeln, October 2017  

Diagram: Johan Forssblad



Most of the brooks typically looked like this! The majority of the brooks and ditches 
dewatered peatland and forests planted on drained peatland 

Photo: Johan Forssblad2017-10-17



                 In t his region, there is a high           
percentage  (10-20%) of drained forestland 

on drained peatland

Source: Lustra:, Kolet klimatet och skogen - Skogstäckta torvtäckta marker (2007).



High levels of TOC (humic compounds) in the brooks in the catchment, 
The TOC ranged from 18,7–154 mg/l 

The photo shows a ditch in a drained peat bog  

Photo: Johan Forssblad2017-10-17



A ditch transport water from this extremely brown bog-lake 
to a recreation lake where… 

Photo: Johan ForssbladLake Madsagylet 2007-06-20



…a child was close to drown because of the brown water. 
The child fell from the pier and it was impossible to 

detect the child in the brown water 

Lake Sparrsjön 2007-07 Photo: Johan Forssblad



In this case, the optimal natural-based solution is to plug  
the ditches that connect the lake with the  peatbog-lake 

Recreate wetlands in the forest! 

Photo: Johan Forssblad



Due to legal and financial 
reasons, we can not 

plug the ditches 
everywhere 

At present, we need to 
find solutions that reduce 

the brown water 
in different ways  

 

Foto: ©Johan ForssbladHogabäcken 



During the last century, we have transformed natural rivers to this 
kind of rapid waterways 

At high water levels, the residence time of the water should be increased as long as possible instead of 
flowing rapidly to the sea 

Delay of the water increase the ground water level and decrease the transport of suspended particles 

Photo: Agne Andersson



The humic compounds are 
decreased in standing water 

•The bottles number 6, 8 and 11 come from 
drained peatlands 

•The bottles number 1, 5, 7 and 10 have 
passed lakes. The greater lake, the better 
clarification 
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Photo: Agne Andersson



Layout: Martin Larsson

In stratified waters, the UV-light break down the humic compounds
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Week  

Lake Finjasjön 2018 
 Differences in the water colour between the surface 

och the bottom water 

Surface water Bottom water 



Creation of wetlands instead of planting alien and useless spruce species!  
The transport of organic particles in the running water will be reduced 

The exposure of light which will break 
down some of the humic compounds 

Photo: Agne Andersson Photo: Daniel Bergman



Photo: Agne Andersson

This is one of the wetlands we have created in the forest  

Traneboda



Photo: Agne Andersson

The wetland is completed !

Traneboda



Photo: Agne Andersson

C 
Creation of flooding areas in the forest  

The sunlight breaks down the humic compounds and the water is delayed  
Birds, such as  lapwing (vanneau huppé, Vanellus vanellus) that disappeared 50 years ago, have returned! 

Now we wait for the stork (cigogne blanche , ciconia ciconia) ! 

Grimsboda constructed wetland



Photo: Agne Andersson

Creation of swamps in the forest increase the residence time of the water 

 

Traneboda



Photo: Johan ForssbladUpstream Lake Malsjön 2011-04-01

The modern forestry may contribute to the browning of waters 
This is a ditch in a clear cut area that transports brown water 

straight into a lake



A plant-covered ground absorb the precipitation but in these 
tracks, the soil is heavily packed and the rain will tranport soil and humic particles to waters

hoto: Johan Forssblad



Photo: Agne Andersson

Apart from constructing wetlands that reduce the humic matter  –  
we have created measures that  promote the fauna life



We created riparian zones in which we exchanged the spruce trees to 
decideous trees such as alder and birch 

The effect of this change is to balance the temperature over the year 
The light is increased in wintertime and the river gets a shadow in the summertime 

The falling leaves increase the abundance of insects, in turn food for the fish

Photo: Agne Andersson



Photo: Johan Forssblad

Tracks after big forest machines make large scars in the soil cover 
– the humic substances in the soil are layed bare and more easily transported away at heavy rains 

Moreover, in these water filled tracks, mercury in the soil are transformed 
to harmful methylated mercury



Photo: Agne Andersson

Apart from constructing wetlands that reduce the humic matter  –  
we have created measures that  promote the fauna life



We created riparian zones in which we exchanged the spruce trees to 
decideous trees such as alder and birch 

The effect of this change is to balance the temperature over the year 
The light is increased in wintertime and the river gets a shadow in the summertime 

The falling leaves increase the abundance of insects, in turn food for the fish

Photo: Agne Andersson



In small scale forestry, the chopped down wood  
can be transported  by horses 

which are not creating deep tracks in the soil



Photo: Agne Andersson

Apart from constructing wetlands that reduce the humic matter  –  
we have created measures that  promote the fauna life



We created riparian zones in which we exchanged the spruce trees to 
decideous trees such as alder and birch 

The effect of this change is to balance the temperature over the year 
The light is increased in wintertime and the river gets a shadow in the summertime 

The falling leaves increase the abundance of insects, in turn food for the fish

Photo: Agne Andersson



Spruce grow fast and thus, lower the pH  of the soil. This increase the release of 
iron and aluminium from the ground. Iron compounds contribute to the brown color of water 

We recommend to plant decidious trees instead of spruce close to water in the forest 

 

Photo: Johan ForssbladLake Malsjön 2008-05-20



This manmade waterway has a smooth and homogenous bottom and without any shadow. 
The water gets warm in the summer which means lower levels of oxygen for the cold water 

fish such as trout

Photo: Agne Andersson



Photos: Agne Andersson

Sedimentation of humic particles on the river bottom harm the spawning sites for the 
trout 

Water from the iron hydroxide  that is formed in the iron rich brooks 
 are damaging the eggs of the trout 



Photo: Agne Andersson

 We have created spawning sites for trout by adding small stones at the river bottom 
By adding big stones, we have created riffles and pools which in turn increased the oxygen in the water 



Planting of alder  instead of having spruce close to the river  

Photo: Agne Andersson



Photo: Agne Andersson

In the beginning of the 1900´s, stones were removed to facilitate the transport of timber 
We have replaced big stones and put dead wood in the water. This increased the fauna life in the stream 

Apart from decreasing the acidification of the soil, the decideous trees supply 
the insects with food when leaves fall into the water



Photo: Agne Andersson

Dams like this prevent the fish from migrating  
THis dam has been removed  for the sake of the fish 

 



Measures to counteract brownification,  
In conclusion: 

Delay of the water in the forest by creating wetlands and rising   
the water levels  of former  drained swamps result in: 

Decrease of the browning of lakes, river and the sea 
Counteracting flooding  

Storage of water during droughts 
Increase of the ground water table 
Increase of  the biological diversity 

Decrease of the release of carbon from peat bogs and forests  
Reducing the spreading of forest fires 
Attract tourists and sportfishermen  

 

Photo: Agne Andersson



Thank you for your attention! 

Foto: Johan Forssblad


